The Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) analysis is an important stage in development process and verification of hard real-time systems. In this article the use of XML as a standard for exchanging timing information amongst timing analysis tools is proposed. Timing information resulted from automatic analysis of programs can be represented in XML format. Considering the type of information required for estimating the worst case execution time of programs, a set of XML tags is offered in this paper. Timing information resulted from analyzing a program by a timing analysis tool could be annotated within the program. The annotated code could be simply applied by other tools for relatively more accurate estimation of the worst case execution times. The paper also clears the way for future studies on using XML-based representation for extraction of information.
Introduction
The validity of hard real-time systems strongly relies on the upper bounds of their task's WCET. Reliable and efficient execution schedules for real-time systems result from safe and sharp WECT estimation of the systems tasks.
There are two major steps in static estimating a program WCET. In the first step timing information including the execution time of the program constructs is extracted from the program code. In the second step considering the execution sequences of the program constructs, the WCET of the whole program is estimated. In general, the main parameters affecting a program execution time could be summarized as timing information are gathered through analysis of the program control flow of the program and the behavior of the processor on which the program is supposed to be executed. Control flow analysis is mainly concerned with the analysis of loop bounds and program execution paths. Processors behaviors are affected by the behavior of the components that influence the execution times, such as caches, memory, pipelines and branch predictions. Processor behavior analysis is aimed at determining upper bounds on the execution times of instructions or basic blocks.
There are a number of tools [25] which consider these parameters when collecting timing information to estimate a program WCET. Each of these tools is aimed at a particular aspect of the program execution and has its own strengths and weakness. For instance, Bound-T [25] mainly considers the effect of loops on the program execution time. Bound_T does not support cache analysis, but estimates loop bounds automatically and detect infeasible execution paths while analyzing loop bounds. Unlike Bound_T, Florida [25] puts more emphasis on cache analysis, and performs limited data flow analysis to compute loop bounds. Chronos [25] is another known timing analysis tool which mainly considers low level details of the underlying platform or in other words the processor behavior. Chronos estimates loop bounds for limited loops by data flow analysis and requires to its users' feedback for detecting infeasible execution paths. aiT [25] estimates upper bounds for the execution times of code snippets in executables.
It is observed that each of these timing analysis tools has its own merits and pitfalls. To benefit the merits of varieties of the tools, a unified representation of the timing information provided by the tools could be advantageous. In this article a set of XML tags for representing timing information is proposed. The proposed XML tags are inserted as comment statements within the programs to facilitate the delivery of timing information amongst different timing analysis tools. Apparently, when annotating a program with XML tags, there will be no need for specific parsers to automatically extract timing information from the annotations.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows: In Section II, the main concepts behind WCET analysis are described. Specifying requirements for the representation is included in Section III. Defining parts of the proposed representation and reviewing the related work are included in Section IV and V respectively. Finally in Section VI and VII, discussion and conclusions are presented.
Static analysis of WCET
functions, the number of loop iteration and the dependency between if-else statements. This analysis should be done carefully. 
Processor-behaviour analysis
The purpose of processor-behavior analysis is to determine the execution time for each atomic unit of the flow based on the architectural feature of the target hardware. To achieve the actual timing behavior of the program, processor-behavior analysis must be performed on object code of program. This stage also includes two different sub-stages:
 Global: determines the effects of machine-dependent factors that should be modeled over the entire global program. These factors include instruction cache, data cache, prediction of branches and translation lookaside buffers.
 Local: determines the effects of machine-dependent factors that can locally handled on instruction and neighbor's instruction. These factors include the speed of accessing memory or the overlaps resulted from pipeline.
Calculations
The purpose of this stage is to calculate the WCET estimate for the program based on the information gathered from the previous two stages. There are generally three approaches for this stage:
 Tree-based: In this approach the syntax tree of program is considered as a tree structure. By bottom-up traversing of the tree and applying different timing rules at the nodes (called "timing schema"), the estimated time can be achieved.
 Path-based: In this approach, the execution time is calculated in different feasible execution paths. Based on the results, the path with the longest time is specified and then the WCET is estimated.
 Implicit Path Enumeration Technique (IPET): In this approach, using arithmetical constraints to model the program flow and attempt to maximize the execution time of the entire program under these constraints. Calculations are done via Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulas.
Requirements for proposed XML representation
The proposed representation, in addition to contain the timing information of the program code, should be able to facilitate the estimation of execution time. This section describes the structures in the program which affect the execution time estimations and contain timing information. The representation should be able to preserve this information. According to what was stated in Section II, based on the processor-behavior and control flow analysis, the structures within the program code which affect WCET analysis are elaborated on in subsection A and B. Then, the reasons why XML should be used are describe in subsection C.
Structures effective in control flow analysis ( ), -
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Input parameters: data received in different parts of the program as input parameter affect the program execution path and time. These parameters are divided into two groups. First are the value entered from outside of program. The limitation in this part can be alleviated by manual annotations in code. That is because these data are created outside the program and their real values are only specified during the execution of the program. The second group includes the internal values which are determined by processing and calculating the values of variables based on static analysis [7] .
Loop bound and depth of recursive function call: the loop bound is important factors in estimation of program execution time. However, determining a bound for loop is problematic. Of course, if this is done without error, annotating the loop iteration bound in program code can solve the problem. This problem also exists for the depth of recursion call. Of course, Tried to estimate these bounds automatically [7] [23].
Infeasible paths: there are different execution paths in a program code. An infeasible path is an execution path allowed by the static structure of the program, but not possible when the semantics of the code is taken into account [7] . Determining these paths affects the specification of the longest path and therefore the estimation of WCET [24] [7] .
Conditional and branching statements:
In conditional statements, based on the result of conditional expression evaluation, one of the two possible paths of if-then and if-else will be executed. It is obvious that the time of execution of the whole block depends upon the selection of the path. In switch-case statements the time of execution is depend on our selection too.
Factors effective in processor-behavior analysis
As mentioned in Section II, in order to calculate the execution time of each path, the execution time of each instruction along that path should be specified exactly. This time will not be the exact sum of the execution time of instructions on this path, because the features of modern processors help some of these instructions to be executed simultaneously and the time of their execution overlaps each others. The processor-behavior part of WCET analysis is depending on the features of processors [22] .
Execution time of an individual instruction: each instruction, in programming languages depending on the machine upon which it is executed, has its own time of execution which is independent of other instructions. The execution time for each instruction should be specified in advance.
Pipeline: One of the features of modern processors is pipeline. A pipeline, by simultaneous executing of instructions in different stages can accelerate the instructions execution, these stages are instructions fetch, decoding, executing and writing the results.
Speculative Execution: Speculative Execution depends on the pipeline. Branch instructions will cause a stall in pipeline. In each piece of a program code there are many conditional statements and the goal is to determine the instructions which follow this branch. It should be mentioned that just some of these predictions can be true completely [7] .
Cache: Another feature of modern processors is cache memory. In a computer system the main memory is RAM which is so slow in comparison to the processor speed. The cache memory is faster of RAM which stores copies of the blocks from the most frequently used main memory locations. The modern processors have two independent caches: an instruction cache to speed up instruction fetch, a data cache to speed up data fetches [7] [17].
Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP): Most of the processors are able to execute different instructions in a parallel way. This issue also makes problems for stimulating the time of program execution. In order to find those instructions that can be performed in a parallel way, we need to determine the ( ), -209 dependency among instructions before the run time. This dependency can be data or control dependency [22] .
It is important to show the dependency which leads to reduction of execution time in the purposed structure in comparison to the execution time when these instructions are executed separately.
The reasons for using XML
XML is a pervasive and universal format which is used to show the structural information extensively. This document naturally has a hierarchical structure suitable for representing the program code structure. The XML-based representation is so easy to understand and manipulate by simple tools, because it is so flexible and is supported extensively.
The advantages of a representation which is based on XML for program code [23] are:
 Explicit code structure: The XML is naturally structured and can be used in tree-shape model for representation.
 Powerful Querying capability.
 Extensible representation: The program code which is in the form of plain-text cannot be extended easily. Adding data and new codes in plain-text damage the code structure and entails changing in parser, while in XML new data can be inserted easily and that's because of its extensible capacity.
 Flexible formatting.
 Cross referencing
 Extensive support
Since we are all familiar with XML and its uses, we avoid describing its structure and the related experiences in using this structure will be discussed in section V.
Defining the components of purposed representation
Statements: for back-annotation [26] , the execution time of statement will be assigned as the statement attribute.
<StatementK Line=n Time=n > Statement </ StatementK>
The input parameter: The maximum and the minimum value of parameter will be added as an element.
<StatementK Line=n Time=n > Statement <VarNameK Min=n Max=n> VariableName </VarNameK> ...
</ StatementK>
Call statements: In these statements, the execution time of a method will be varied depending on the parameters. In call statements instead of absolute execution time we should use the worst execution time.
<CallStatementK Line=n WTime=t> ( ), -
Statement </CallStatementK>
Block: Block is a set of statements which in final calculation, the executing time of block is considered instead of the execution time of statement independently. A block is considered as an element in which the timing information will be used as its attribute. Also, the approaches that applied IPET calculation use number of iteration of a block. therefore, for each block, number of iteration of block will be assigned as the statement attribute. Of course in recursive call the execution time of the method is calculated based on its total execution time and the depth of recursion. Therefore, the information block of these methods needs to be different from that of other methods.
<RecMethodTimeInfoBlockK TimePCall=n
CallDepth=n TotalTime=n > <ParameterBlockK Parameters=n> <ParamK Min= n Max=n > ParameterName
Infeasible execution paths: For each path with an infeasible path, an attribute is added to each block or element on the path which shows its infeasibility.
<BlockN Infeasible Path=True> … </BlockN>
Related works
As mentioned in Section I, the most of WCET analysis approaches first extract the information and then the calculation is performed. Using a representation of program that can preserve the timing information in itself is suitable for these approaches. [11] and [6] Textual Code Description (TCD-Code) is another intermediate representation which has a structure similar to XML and has been used in some research projects. Although TCD has characteristics suitable for WCET analysis, it has also been used for inter-tool communication.
In [7] XST that is similar to XML has been used to represent syntax tree, extract information, and analyze WCET. Besides, the results are shown using an explorer that can be manipulated.
Extensible Annotation Class (XAC) is another intermediate representation which has been used for preserving information in program analysis tools [13] . XAC has two important goals: portability and extendibility to create the ability to preserve extra information needed for analysis tools. In [24] MAD, which is based on XML, has been used to express the characteristics of modern processors, statement meanings. MAD was used in [15] to represent the feature of modern processor and the semantics of instructions and etc. XTC, designed based on XML, has been used as a sharing mechanism between aiT and SymTA /s [14] . aiT produces a visible XML-based output.
Discussion
The proposed representation is discussed in two parts here. First, from their ability in preserving timing information and calculation of execution time is discussed. Next, the usefulness of the representation in syntactic and semantic analyses for the WCET analysis is dealt with.
The first topic in WCET analysis is analyzing program code at the level of source code (high level), object code, or machine code. XML-based representation is possible for source or intermediate level of program code representation.
Extraction of timing information from program code is done automatically or using manual annotation. As stated in [16] despite the advancements in automation of information extraction, the use ( ), -of manual annotation is unavoidable. Adding manual annotation to plain-text makes changes in the parser for syntactic analysis [23] . Moreover, the language of annotations should be used independent from tools and methodology and should have the capacity of being added at all levels of program code representation [16] . All these necessities are satisfied by the XML-based representation of the program codes. As stated in Section II, a structure should be considered for representation of the extracted timing information. Considering the proposed structure, discussed in Section IV, XML-based representation is a suitable structure for necessities mentioned in subsection A and B of Section 3. Based on the proposed representation, calculation (Section II) will be possible for all calculation methods.
The need of a common format for program code was considered by Gustafsson [9] . As stated, another purpose of this article is to clear the way for flow analysis and extraction of its information based on XML-based intermediate representation.
Plain-text codes are not suitable for syntax and structural analysis [23] , while WCET analysis needs syntax and semantic analysis. A XML-based representation of program code as a hierarchical structure can be useful in this regard. In what follows, the research projects which have used XML-based representation for program analysis and extraction of syntactic and semantic structures of program code are discussed. The focus of the article is on applications that can be extended for WCET analysis.
JavaML2 is one of the intermediate representations of Java program codes based on its syntax tree and is used for analyzing programs and specifying the structures used [2] . JavaML2 is an XML-based representation of Java program code. In [20] JavaML is used for reverse engineering of Java code to UML. srcML is another XML-based representation that is a representation of C++ program codes [19] . The purpose of providing this representation is to analyze program code in C++ statically. XMLizer is a tool which makes converting program codes in Pascal and Java languages into XML, based on their syntax tree [18] .
Many approaches and tools of WCET analysis use graphs [21] that can be converted to XML. GLX prepares the XML-based representation for description of graphs [22] .
Based on what was stated above, the proposed representation can be extended in a way that can be used for syntactic analysis and determination of the program structure.
Conclusion and Future Research
In this article the use of XML-based representation of program code as a standard for exchanging timing information amongst timing analysis tools is proposed. In general, the main parameters affecting a program execution time could be summarized as timing information are gathered through analysis of the program control flow of the program and the behavior of the processor on which the program is supposed to be executed. Timing analysis tools can perform on the representation and annotate the timing information resulted within the program. The annotated code could be simply applied by other tools for relatively more accurate estimation of the worst case execution times. This representation will be developed in further research projects in a way that can do the analysis directly on the offered representation. Further advancements will be made to the representation to make encoding the architectural information therein possible and to alleviate the weakness in storing the time information in blocks related to structures affected by low-level factors. ), -
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